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Abstract

The dynamical and physiological basis of alpha band activity and 1/f β noise in the EEG are

the subject of continued speculation. Here we conjecture, on the basis of empirical data

analysis, that both of these features may be economically accounted for through a single

process if the resting EEG is conceived of being the sum of multiple stochastically perturbed

alpha band damped linear oscillators with a distribution of dampings (relaxation rates). The

modulation of alpha-band and 1/f β noise activity by changes in damping is explored in eyes

closed (EC) and eyes open (EO) resting state EEG. We aim to estimate the distribution of

dampings by solving an inverse problem applied to EEG power spectra. The characteristics

of the damping distribution are examined across subjects, sensors and recording condition

(EC/EO). We find that there are robust changes in the damping distribution between EC and

EO recording conditions across participants. The estimated damping distributions are found

to be predominantly bimodal, with the number and position of the modes related to the

sharpness of the alpha resonance and the scaling (β) of the power spectrum (1/f β). The

results suggest that there exists an intimate relationship between resting state alpha activity

and 1/f β noise with changes in both governed by changes to the damping of the underlying

alpha oscillatory processes. In particular, alpha-blocking is observed to be the result of the

most weakly damped distribution mode becoming more heavily damped. The results sug-

gest a novel way of characterizing resting EEG power spectra and provides new insight into

the central role that damped alpha-band activity may play in characterising the spatio-tem-

poral features of resting state EEG.

Author summary

The resting human electroencephalogram (EEG) exhibits two dominant spectral features:

the alpha rhythm (8–13 Hz) and its associated attenuation between eyes-closed and eyes-

open resting state (alpha blocking), and the 1/f β scaling of the power spectrum. While

these phenomena are well studied a thorough understanding of their respective generative
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processes remains elusive. By employing a theoretical approach that follows from neural

population models of EEG we demonstrate that it is possible to economically account for

both of these phenomena using a singular mechanistic framework: resting EEG is

assumed to arise from the summed activity of multiple uncorrelated, stochastically driven,

damped alpha band linear oscillatory processes having a distribution of relaxation rates or

dampings. By numerically estimating these damping distributions from eyes-closed and

eyes-open EEG data, in a total of 136 participants, it is found that such damping distribu-

tions are predominantly bimodal in shape. The most weakly damped mode is found to

account for alpha band power, with alpha blocking being driven by an increase in the

damping of this weakly damped mode, whereas the second, and more heavily damped

mode, is able to explain 1/f β scaling present in the resting state EEG spectra.

Introduction

Electroencephalography (EEG) is a non-invasive method used to measure the electrical activity

of the brain at the surface of the scalp, with the recorded voltage fluctuations being generated

by ionic current flows resulting from neural synaptic activity across the cortex [1]. EEG time

series recordings display a rich array of dynamic activity that is distributed spatio-temporally

across the head, providing a unique window into the inner workings of the human brain.

Since its discovery the EEG has been widely used as a sensitive measure of brain state in disease

and health [2, 3]. We aim to explore two prominent features of the EEG that are well observed

but of which the mechanistic origins are the subject of continued speculation; the alpha

rhythm and its changes between eyes-closed (EC) and eyes-open (EO) resting states, and the

1/f β frequency scaling of the power spectrum.

First discovered and recorded in the early 20th century by Hans Berger [4], the alpha

rhythm (8–13 Hz), is arguably the most dominant feature of the resting EEG. Classically, the

alpha rhythm is observed as waxing and waning oscillations in EEG time series recordings of

the EEG, which in the frequency domain appear as a spectral peak between 8 and 13 Hz [1].

Alpha band activity, defined as the 8–13 Hz spectral power, will include such alpha rhythmic

activity but may also include activity from mechanistically unrelated cortical and extra-cortical

non-oscillatory sources.

There exists significant heterogeneity of alpha band activity across the population in the

terms of its the magnitude of its activity, its peak/central frequency and its reactivity to changes

in behavioural and physiological state [5]. Topographically alpha band activity can be recorded

across the scalp with it being particularly prominent occipitally [6, 7]. Despite nearly a century

of detailed empirical investigation, the physiological mechanisms responsible for the genesis of

alpha rhythm remain essentially unresolved. The prevailing view is that the thalamus is central

to the generation of the alpha rhythm through reverberant feed forward and feedback interac-

tions between thalamic and cortical neuron populations [8, 9]. Such a view was born out of

earlier conceptions where alpha oscillations, intrinsically generated in the thalamus were

thought to directly drive activity in overlying cortex [10]. However, other attempts to explain

the genesis of the alpha rhythm also exist that depend on a mean field or neuronal population

framework to model reverberant activity solely between excitatory and inhibitory cortical neu-

ronal populations [11]. Complicating efforts to develop mechanistically and physiologically

coherent accounts of the genesis of alpha band activity is the well described reduction in alpha

band power between EC and EO conditions and in response to the exertion of mental effort,

known commonly as alpha blocking [9, 12].
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Alpha blocking is most obvious in the power spectral density of the recorded resting EEG,

where a significant attenuation of peak alpha power is observed in the transition from EC to

EO states. Such changes in power are also observed across a range of cognitive tasks [13, 14].

The current view is that alpha blocking is thought to be caused by changes to the synchronous

activity of neural populations across the cortex, where reductions in phase synchrony of neural

activity are directly responsible for reductions in alpha peak power [15]. For this reason event

related increases/decreases in alpha band activity are often mechanistically designated as Event

Related Synchronization/Event Related Desynchronization (ERD/ERS). Alternatively, recent

work has posited that variations in alpha band power across EC and EO states can be explained

by changes in the damping of a single dominant noise-driven alpha frequency relaxation oscil-

latory process [7].

Another prominent feature of the resting EEG is the 1/f β (β� 1 − 2) scaling of the power

spectral density [16]. Such scaling, often referred to a ‘1/f ’ noise, is also apparent in the power

spectral densities of a range of time varying systems [17, 18]. Because such power law scaling is

independent of frequency, and thus the temporal scale, the corresponding dynamical activity

is often referred to as ‘scale free’ [19]. ‘1/f ’ noise has been observed in most forms of recorded

brain activity, including electrocortigraphy, blood oxygen level dependent functional magnetic

resonance and the magnetoencephalogram (MEG) [20–22]. The received view is that rhythmic

activity such as the alpha rhythm occurs on a background of arrhythmic ‘1/f ’ noise. In general

the quantitative analysis of the EEG involves the decomposition into the dominant frequency

bands, in attempt to find band power changes that correlate with cognition or behavioural

states [23], and disregards the arrhythmic ‘1/f ’ component as not being physiologically or

behaviourally important. However, in recent years the functional relevance of ‘1/f ’ noise has

been reevaluated with it been suggested that such activity may play a role not only in healthy

brains, but also in disease and psychological disorder [23–25]. For example age related changes

in ‘1/f ’ noise have been documented where the power spectra becomes more ‘white’ (reduced

power exponent) with increasing age [26], suggesting that a decline in mental faculties may be

due to more noisy neural activity.

While the physiological mechanisms and cognitive importance of ‘1/f ’ brain activity has

been the subject of considerable recent interest there exists a number of significant early theo-

retical and empirical attempts to account for ‘1/f ’-like power spectral scaling in the EEG in

terms of a sum of oscillatory and non-oscillatory components [27–29].

Despite significant empirical investigations into the characterisation of such ‘1/f ’ noise in

brain activity, the dynamical and physiological mechanisms responsible for its generation in

the brain remain unclear. The prevailing view hypothesizes that such scale free activity is the

consequence of critical dynamics, where the brain is self organizing to a region of near-critical-

ity thought to be the optimal for information transmission [30]. However, whether the brain

exhibits self organized criticality remains controversial [31, 32]. For this reason alternative

explanations have been sought, that include the speculation that ‘1/f ’ noise can arise as a con-

sequence of the low-pass filtering of the local field potential by the neuronal dendrites of corti-

cal excitatory neurons [33], through the dynamic balancing of excitation and inhibition in

underlying neural circuits [34], or as a result of the underlying neural network structure tuned

towards dynamical instability [35].

Nevertheless, despite such neurophysiological mechanistic uncertainty general models for

the generation of ‘1/f ’ noise do exist. For example it is well known that 1/f spectral profiles can

be modelled as the the sum of a population of damped linear oscillators having a uniform dis-

tribution of dampings (relaxation rates) [18]. Such an approach has been used to explain the

relation between alpha band activity and ‘1/f ’ noise that is measured when investigating the

pharmacologically induced alterations to MEG spectral scaling [16], and thus suggests
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alternative mechanisms to criticality for the genesis of scale free activity: ‘1/f ’ noise could arise

simply from a mixture of alpha band relaxation processes that having a distribution of damp-

ings. Such a hypothesis lies in contrast to the more common view that alpha band activity and

‘1/f ’ noise are functionally and mechanistically distinct and thus electroencephalographically

independent [36, 37].

To date efforts to model the dynamic activity of the EEG fall into two broad categories. The

first and most intuitive is the network modeling approach, which attempts to construct the

EEG dynamics from the ground up by focusing on modelling individual cortical neurons and

their vast networks of interactions. Such methods are limited by the computational uncertainty

of simulating the interaction of hundreds of millions of neurons that lie under even a single

EEG sensor. The ambiguity of how much physiological detail to include in these network

approaches and how to meaningfully parameterize the model is a critical challenge [38]. An

alternative approach are neural population models or mean-field theories. Motivated by the

fact that a single EEG electrode records the aggregate activity of millions of cortical neurons,

mean-field models account for EEG activity by modelling the average activity of interconnec-

ted populations of excitatory and inhibitory neurons in cortex and thalamus [39]. Mean-field

models treat cortical and thalamic tissue as spatially continuous and model mesoscopic-scale

cortical dynamics, and thus provide a major advantage in that they are constructed at spatial

scales that are more commensurate with the physical coverage of an individual EEG channel

(mm2—cm2) [38]. Given that most mean field approaches generally divide the surface of the

brain into populations of interconnected cortical neuron populations and investigates bulk

dynamic properties, the number of modelled elements is drastically fewer than a neural net-

work approach.

Mean field models can be mathematically quite compact and are typically formulated as

multiple coupled nonlinear ordinary or partial differential equations [38]. Under suitable

assumptions the defining non-linear equations can be linearised and in doing so reveal a rich

range of electroencepahlographically plausible features including alpha band activity [11, 40,

41]. In such linearisations alpha band oscillatory activity is generally accounted through a lin-

ear time invariant transfer function driven by broad-band white noise, which pragmatically

accounts for the spatio-temporal complexity of extra-cortical neuronal input. This approach is

generally agnostic to the specific mean-field model used and enables the derivation of an elec-

trocortical transfer function that describes the spectral response of the system to white noise

driving.

Given that most mean-field models of the EEG attempt to produce the alpha rhythm while

simultaneously requiring a stable linearisation, the general form of the electrocortical impulse

response embodies two essential features: i) it will produce oscillations that fall within the

alpha band, and ii) will decay away to zero after perturbation, ensuring its stability. Regardless

of the particular mean field theory chosen, qualitatively the modelled spectral behaviour of the

resting EEG will be similar in form; a sharp alpha resonance followed by decline in spectral

power with frequency.

The essential dynamical premise for this linearisation, that resting EEG arises from the ran-

dom driving of a stable quasi-linear system having an oscillatory alpha resonance, is consistent

with the broader literature regarding efforts to characterise the dynamical architecture of rest-

ing EEG. In a range of states (resting state, sleep, anaesthesia) the spontaneous scalp-recorded

EEG is assessed as being indistinguishable from a linear random process [29, 42–48]. Thus

mean field models, and the approaches derived from them such as ours, are to be seen as

physiologically plausible given the principles of their formulation and the dynamics of the

modelled electroencephalographic activity.
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The current uncertainty associated with the mechanisms responsible for alpha blocking

and ‘1/f ’ noise in resting state EEG leaves many open questions. For this reason we explore

whether an alternative mechanism, that is theoretically motivated by mean-field models of the

EEG and a general model for 1/f noise [18], can account for both of these phenomena within a

single mechanistic framework.

On this basis we construct a physiologically well-motivated mathematical description of the

resting EEG power spectrum arising from two well established empirical predicates: resting

EC/EO EEG is dynamically equivalent to a random linear process, the power spectral density

of EC/EO resting EEG has a clear alpha band spectral peak. Specifically, this is achieved this by

constructing an electrocortical impulse response, that when driven by a broadband (i.e. spec-

trally flat) noise process, approximates the main spectral features of the recorded EEG signal.

On this basis the simplest electrocortical impulse response for the system under investigation

is a damped linear oscillation (specifically a decaying cosinusoid) that is parameterised by its

oscillation frequency (fα = 8 – 13 Hz) and damping (γ). In the frequency domain the power

spectral density of such an impulse response will appear approximately Lorentzian in shape, in

that it will have a sharp alpha peak and scale inversely with the square of the frequency (see

Fig 1a). By extending this description to the more physiologically plausible case where the EEG

signal recorded at a single location is composed of a sum of damped linear oscillations arising

Fig 1. Resting EEG as a sum of damped independent alpha oscillatory processes. (a) Power spectral density of the model electrocortical impulse response cos(2πfαt)
exp(−γt)Θ(t) for γ = {0.1, 1, 10, 50}s−1, where Θ(t) is the Heaviside step function. Resting EEG is modeled as a continuous sum of such processes over some suitable

interval of dampings [γl, γh]. In general we aim to find the appropriate weights {wi} that account for the shape of the resting EEG power spectrum. (b) A 1/f spectrum

(dashed blue) can be approximated as a sum of 1/f 2 relaxation processes (solid blue) that are uniformly distributed in damping over some interval which for the displayed

case is [γl = 10−2, γh = 102] s−1. For clarity we have assumed fα = 0 Hz.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010012.g001
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from multiple neuronal populations, we can take advantage of a general approach in which 1/f
power spectral profiles can arise as the result of a sum of exponentially decaying processes hav-

ing a uniform distribution of decay rates [18] (Fig 1b). Such an assumption is the natural

extension of the well known idea that the EEG arises from the superposition of multiple under-

lying oscillatory processes, such as excitatory postsynaptic potentials on the dendrites of excit-

atory [1], weakly connected alpha band limit cycle oscillators having a distribution of phases

[1, 49, 50], or damped oscillatory processes having different frequencies [42, 51–55].

Thus, our central, physiologically well-motivated, mathematical hypothesis is that the rest-

ing EEG power spectrum can be well described as a superposition of populations of uncorre-

lated damped alpha band linear oscillations that have a distribution of dampings. On this basis

we seek to determine whether changes in the underlying distribution of dampings of alpha

band relaxation processes are able to sufficiently account for ‘1/f ’ noise and the spectral

changes associated with alpha blocking, using two freely available EEG data sets (combined

total of 136 participants) containing EC and EO resting state time series data. The current

work follows directly from the approach outlined in Muthukumaraswamy & Liley (2018) [16].

However, in contrast we significantly generalise this approach by making no a priori assump-

tion on the functional form of the damping distribution. The empirical estimation of the distri-

bution of dampings are found by solving an inverse problem by applying regularization

methods to a defining Fredholm integral equation of the first kind. The numerical estimation

of the subject level damping distribution for alpha band oscillatory activity provides an alterna-

tive methodology to derive information about the dynamic activity of the resting EEG and a

novel way of characterising changes in recorded power spectral densities.

The paper is organized as follows. The method section begins with a detailed mathematical

specification of the inverse problem to be solved in order to estimate the distribution of alpha

relaxation oscillation dampings from recorded EEG power spectral densities. This is then fol-

lowed by a description of the Tikhonov regularisation method used to numerically solve the

the corresponding Fredholm integral equation of the first kind. Finally in the methods, we

detail the empirical EEG data sets used and the procedures used to ensure the numerical fidel-

ity, and the properties, of our inverse solutions. Detailed results are then presented, followed

by a discussion regarding the essential results.

Results

Numerical validation of Tikhonov regularised inverse method

To ensure that our inverse method was able to meaningfully recover damping probability dis-

tributions we conducted a simulation study. Six distinct prior damping distributions (Fig 2a–

2f) together with 100 regularised parameters spanning the interval [10−6� λ� 1] were gener-

ated. The damping distributions for a given regularisation parameter that resulted in the mini-

mum RSS error was deemed the best solutions. The regularisation scheme performed well for

a unimodal distributions (Fig 2a). For bimodal distributions, the regularisation method cor-

rectly recovered the number and position of modes for both cases (equal and different peak

magnitudes) with small discrepancies evident in the second mode where the peak amplitude

was less in the regularised damping distribution than in the test distribution (Fig 2b and 2c).

The trimodal distribution with constant peak amplitude (Fig 2d) was recovered well with only

minor variations recorded in the width of the second and third mode. The recovery for the tri-

modal distributions with variable mode amplitudes (Fig 2e and 2f) performed in a similar

manner to the bimodal case, where the second and third mode amplitudes of the recovered

distributions were different to the test distribution. In both trimodal examples where the peak

magnitudes are not equal, we observe the second distribution mode peak position has minor
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differences compared to the test distribution. Despite some overt variations between the recov-

ered and test distributions, the key features (number of peaks, peak positions, peak width and

peak magnitudes) are largely replicated and were well recovered using our regularised inverse

method.

Empirically estimated damping distributions

The empirically estimated damping distributions, across both EC and EO conditions were

largely found to be bimodal, at 82% and 70% respectively. Examples of empirically recovered

distributions are shown in Fig 3 along with the respective EC and EO condition power spectral

densities. To determine whether the bimodal structure was a numerical artefact, we tested

whether the removal of the second mode still permitted good spectral fits in the cases where

multiple modes were present. The second distribution mode was removed by setting all rele-

vant weightings to 0. The altered damping distributions were all renormalized to appropriately

account for the removal of the second mode weightings and were then used in the forward

model Eq 14 to generate spectral fits. We found that eliminating the second mode resulted in

an inability to fit the high frequency scaling of the power spectrum, indicating that its presence

was necessary to obtain optimal fits. As expected we found that power spectra with more

Fig 2. Validation of the inverse method by the recovery of prior damping distributions. (a) Unimodal prior damping distribution. (b) Bimodal prior damping

distribution where both modes of same peak magnitude (c) Bimodal prior damping distribution where the relative magnitude of the peak of the most weakly damped

mode is 0.1 that of the peak of the heavier damped mode. (d) Trimodal prior damping distribution where all modes are of the same peak magnitude. (e) As for (d) but

relative peak mode heights are 0.01, 0.1 and 1 respectively. (f) As for (d) but relative peak mode heights are 1, 0.1 and 0.01 respectively. Blue lines are the prior

distributions, whereas red dotted lines represent the recovered distributions using the inverse Tikhonov regularisation method and λopt are the optimally chosen

regularisation parameters. For further details refer to Methods.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010012.g002
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pronounced alpha peaks were generally associated with damping distributions that were more

weakly damped using the weakly damped measure described in Methods. The area of the un-

normalized empirically estimated damping distributions were not significantly different

between EC and EO conditions, suggesting that state induced spectral power changes are pre-

dominantly the results of changes in empirically estimated probability distribution shape (See

S1 Fig for details). Further, this shape did not depend significantly on the exact form of the

integral kernel used. Using the kernel of Eq (5) instead of Eq (6) made little difference to the

shape of the empirically estimated damping distributions and no difference to the number of

inferred modes (results not shown). It is entirely possible though, that using alternative kernels

(Gaussian, Gamma) may result in distributions of differing structure, that may not present

with the same bimodal distribution in dampings. However, these functional forms are not

immediately compatible with the theoretical and experimental framework that we have used.

As such, it would be more difficult to motivate their use over the approximate Lorentzian form

employed here.

Spectral fit

By using the empirically estimated damping distributions in the forward problem (i.e Eq 14)

to generate model spectra, we are able to demonstrate that we are able to obtain good spectral

fits that replicate the power-law like scaling measured in the original experimental data. All the

model spectra were generated using the maximum entropy damping distributions obtained by

evaluating a range of regularisation parameters with fit quality evaluated using a RSS between

the original EEG spectra and the forward model spectra. Fig 4a presents the resulting RSS

Fig 3. Example damping distributions for strong alpha blockers. (a-f) Damping distributions obtained from EC (blue) and EO (red) power spectra for six individuals

(three per data set) who presented with strong alpha blocking. Plotted alongside the experimental power spectra are the respective model fits (EC—blue, EO—red)

generated using the EC and EO damping distributions in the forward problem Eq 14. The inferred damping distributions are clearly bimodal in shape, a feature common

across both data sets. The first mode of the EC damping distribution is generally peaked at a smaller damping value and has a larger respective area when compared to the

EO distributions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010012.g003
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distribution of model deviation for both data sets in a pooled analysis. Spectral plots in Fig 4b

illustrate examples of a range of fit quality. We analysed the distribution of RSS to gain insight

into the fit quality most prevalent in our model. The median of the distribution (EC and EO)

corresponds to model fits that are of high quality. Even in instances of poor fit qualities (bot-

tom 5% of fit quality) the experimental spectra are reproduced reasonably well. The median

value for the RSS distribution in EC (0.0079) was slightly lower than EO (0.0090) but was sta-

tistically significant (Δmedian = −0.0011, p = 10−6).

The power spectrum scaling exponents, β, were computed across all subjects and channels

for both the experimental spectra and the model by fitting a 1/f β profile over the frequency

range 15–40 Hz. Pooled data (N = 8677 β values for experimental and model spectra across

each state) analysis revealed a range of experimental spectral scaling across EC and EO condi-

tions (Fig 5a) with the most probable values of βE� 1.8 and βE� 1.7 respectively. The broad

range of scaling behaviour recorded in the experimental power spectra was reproduced in the

forward model spectral fits (Fig 5b). Across the pooled data the model and experimental spec-

tral exponents are well correlated in EC (r = 0.64, p = 10−6) and EO conditions (r = 0.81,

p = 10−6) (Fig 5c). In general the shape of (in particular alpha peak location, amplitude and

high frequency scaling) most power spectral densities could be well accounted for as a sum of

Fig 4. Resting EEG power spectral densities are well described by a sum of damped alpha oscillatory processes. (a) Histograms of the minimum residual sum of

squares (RSS) error between experimental and model spectra for EC and EO states in pooled data set analysis. The median RSS error of EC = 0.0079 and

EO = 0.0090 (Δmedian = −0.0011, p = 10−6) are associated with objectively good fits. (b) Examples of model fit quality for three distinct cases. Plots are ordered top to

bottom with decreasing fit error (EC spectra presented).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010012.g004
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damped alpha band oscillatory processes. However, the alpha peak being heavily attenuated

(damped) and/or the presence of significant resonant beta band (13–30 Hz), which were not

explicitly accounted for in our approach, were major contributing factors to poor model fit.

We discuss this issue in more detail in the Discussion.

Alpha blocking in resting state EEG

To quantify alpha blocking we used resting state data recorded in EC and EO conditions from

two separate EEG data sets having a combined total of 136 participants, and computed channel

based power spectral densities using Welch’s method. A total of 8677 (109 subjects × 64 chan-

nels + 27 subjects × 63 channels) power spectra were estimated for each recording condition.

The Jensen-Shannon divergence was then computed between each EC/EO spectral pair to

measure the degree of alpha blocking across the respective data sets. A range of alpha blocking

was observed across the both data sets; some participants evinced little blocking whereas others

exhibited strong alpha band attenuation between states. Example cases are plotted in Fig 6a–6f

where power spectra from an occipital electrode (O1) are plotted together in descending order

Fig 5. Experimental and model spectral scaling in EC and EO states. (a) Probability distribution of experimental spectral scaling exponent (βE) for EC (blue) and

EO (red) states with data set 1 and 2 pooled for analysis. (b) Same as (a) but for optimal model fit spectral scaling exponent (βM). (c) Scatter plot of the experimentally

determined spectral scaling parameter (βE) versus the model calculated spectral scaling parameter (βM) for EC (dots—blue) and EO resting state (dots—red). The

experimental and model fit scaling parameters are well correlated across both recording conditions (EC: r = 0.64, p = 10−6 / EO: r = 0.81, p = 10−6). Statistical

significance calculated via a nonparametric permutation test.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010012.g005
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of the degree of alpha blocking. Fig 6g and 6h shows the topography for two strong blockers

exhibiting classical occipital dominance. Such an occipital dominance was clearly seen in the

respective group averages (Fig 6i and 6j).

Changes in damping distributions can account for alpha blocking

Our estimated damping distributions suggest that alterations in the alpha peak power (see Fig

3) were predominantly driven by changes in the weakly damped mode. We therefor quantified

this relation further by investigating the spatial distribution of both the JSD and the group-

level differences in damping. Changes in the damping distribution between EC and EO condi-

tions were quantified by calculating the difference in weakly damped measure (Eq 25) between

EC and EO states (i.e. WDMEC − WDMEO), on an electrode by electrode basis for both data

sets. Group level averages were computed and plotted topographically such that direct com-

parisons can be made between the topography of alpha blocking quantified using the Jensen-

Shannon Divergence (see Fig 6i and 6j).

As expected group-level weakly damped measure difference values were largest in the

occipital regions for both data sets (Fig 7a and 7b). However, in addition to a clear occipital

dominance, statistically significant differences in the weakly damped measure were topograph-

ically widespread, particularly in the second data set. The similarity of the topographic varia-

tion of the difference in the weakly damped measure between EC and EO states and the

Jensen-Shannon Divergence (Fig 6i and 6j) are clearly apparent. Averaging across subjects in

each data set and plotting electrode-wise we see (Fig 7c) that these respective measures are well

Fig 6. Spectral and topographic properties of alpha blocking in healthy participants. (a-f) Examples of spectral variation between EC and EO resting states (O1

electrode) with three subjects shown for each data set. Plots are ordered top to bottom with decreasing alpha blocking (JSD). The exemplar cases demonstrate the

contrast between strong and weak alpha blockers. (g-j) Topographic maps showing the occipital dominance of alpha blocking for a typical individual (g-h) and at

the group level (i-j) across data set 1 and 2. Group level average is computed across subjects on an electrode-wise basis. Note, in order to highlight the consistent

pattern of occipital dominance topographic maps are all displayed using different scales.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010012.g006
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correlated across data set 1 (r = 0.838, p = 10−6) and data set 2 (r = 0.901, p = 10−6) On this

basis we can reasonably conclude that alpha blocking is being driven by increases in the damp-

ing of a weakly damped population of alpha band oscillatory processes.

Discussion

Our aim was to explore whether the resting EEG could be accounted for in terms of a sum of

damped alpha oscillatory processes and in particular whether changes in the power spectrum

between EC and EO states could be reasonably accounted for solely by changes in the damping

of such oscillatory processes. Through the use of regularisation methods, we estimated EC and

EO damping distributions across a total of 136 participants, available from two independently

collected EEG data sets, and characterised their features. We found the model performed well

when applied to real EEG spectra, providing high quality fits to both the alpha band and the

high frequency power-law-like scaling. The attenuation of the peak alpha power observed in

Fig 7. Alpha blocking is driven by changes in the distribution of alpha oscillatory damping. Topographic maps of mean difference between the weakly damped

measure in EC and EO states (a) Data set 1 (b) Data set 2. Red asterisks indicate significant (p< 0.05) differences in the weakly damped measure between EC and

EO states calculated using the Max/Min-t permutation test (see Methods) and corrected for multiple comparisons. (c) Scatter plot of electrode-wise Jensen-

Shannon divergence and the difference in the weakly damped measure between EC and EO, averaged across all participants in each data set (red = data set 1,

blue = data set 2). In general the two measures are well correlated with each other: data set 1, r = 0.838, p = 10−6; data set 2, r = 0.901, p = 10−6. Note that the group-

level quantities differ between the data sets, in particular the<JSD>. The reason for this is not clear. It is possible that it is due to differing experimental

configurations of the two studies, or more likely, it is due to a larger prevalence of strong alpha blockers in data set 2 (Fig 6j). Statistical significance was validated

using a nonparametric permutation testing.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010012.g007
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heavy alpha blockers seems to be well explained by an increase in damping between EC and

EO states as we found that the distribution of damping became more heavily damped in EO

states than in EC when alpha blocking was present. Our results therefore suggest an economi-

cal approach to describing the resting EEG spectrum in terms of the summed activity of sto-

chastically driven alpha band damped linear oscillations and represents an alternative way to

characterising the spectral properties of resting EEG.

Our findings suggest both alpha blocking and ‘1/f ’ noise in resting EEG, in contrast to the

dominant view, might be accounted in terms of a single underlying mechanism. This is signifi-

cant as the mechanistic genesis for the alpha rhythm and its EC-EO induced changes remains

uncertain. The received view for the origin of the alpha rhythm is that it arises principally via

reverberant thalmo-cortical neuronal population interactions [8]. In contrast the predominant

explanation for alterations in alpha band power, in response to various tasks and changes in

behavioural state, are changes in the dynamical synchronization of microscopic neural popula-

tion activity [15]. Using a model that is theoretically founded in mean-field model approaches,

which assumes the EEG signal is generated by the aggregate activity of multiple coupled excit-

atory and inhibitory cortical neural populations, we have shown that it is possible to account

for alpha blocking in terms of changes in the underlying damping of stochastically driven

alpha band damped linear oscillations. Our conclusion regarding the role that damping plays

in regulating alpha band activity is consonant with the conclusions arrived at using time series

modelling methods [7], methods quite different to the frequency domain method employed

here. The detailed approach discussed here inherently incorporates a description of ‘1/f ’ noise

in EEG by including a distribution in the dampings of the alpha oscillatory processes. On this

basis viewing the resting EEG as being composed of rhythmic processes occurring on a back-

ground of arrhythmic activity, suggested to be scale-free in nature and indicative of self-orga-

nised criticality [30], is not necessarily required. The heterogeneity of spectral scaling seen in

resting state EEG (see Fig 5) can be readily accounted for without the need to invoke the pres-

ence of fractal temporal dynamics or other non-linear processes.

From a practical standpoint, our approach follows naturally from what is known about the

dynamical activity of scalp based EEG. Dynamically the emergence of alpha band oscillatory

activity in the EEG can arise either through limit cycle oscillatory activity (non-linear mecha-

nisms) or as a fluctuation spectrum in response to the random forcing/driving of a near equi-

librium (linear) system [1, 38]. Therefore, given that non-linear time series analyses of

recorded EEG have shown that resting EEG cannot be reliably distinguished from a pseudo-

random linear process [43–45], the latter mechanism is to be preferred as the explanatory basis

for the dynamical features of resting EEG. Significantly, our approach does not result in the

differentiation of rhythmic and arrhythmic EEG components, as is the goal of a number of

other approaches and methods aimed at characterising the dynamical structure of resting EEG

[36, 37]. Rhythm implies repetition, or as is often meant in the context of neuronal oscillations,

a limit cycle (non-linear) oscillation. A randomly forced (or driven) linear system, of the type

we consider, is by definition not rhythmic—the absence of any determinism means phase is

not defined and thus it cannot be said to be rhythmic even though it contains oscillatory activ-

ity. Our approach implies to first approximation that the resting EEG spectrum can be

accounted for in terms of randomly driven alpha relaxation oscillatory activity—with is both

arrhythmic and oscillatory.

The most surprising result we obtained was the predominant bimodal structure in the dis-

tribution of dampings. Interpreting this from a model fit perspective though is in hindsight

fairly simple i.e. two modes are required to achieve a superior fit to both the alpha peak and

the ‘1/f ’ tail. From a neurophysiological perspective however, interpretation of these two per-

sistent distribution modes is more challenging. One interpretation would be that large changes
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in damping could be indicative of a more responsive neural system. We found that in instances

where a large degree of alpha blocking was present, the mode separation was largest in the EC

state which was subsequently reduced in EO. In some cases, distributions went from bimodal

to unimodal in EC and EO states for particularly strong alpha blockers. This could mean that

participants who are subject to a large difference in damping between states, are more efficient

at corralling the underlying neural population activity into task engagement and then subse-

quently dispersing it when no longer needed. When the eyes are closed the brain is in a more

restful idling state where a larger proportion of the cortical neural populations are weakly

damped. Upon opening of the eyes, most neural population activity is suppressed in response

to incoming stimuli while a small undamped proportion is engaged in the task, as reflected in

systematic large scale increases in the damping. Closing the eyes once more engages neuronal

population activity and sets them to idling as the demand for cognitive resources reduces.

Such a view lends support to the notion that highly reactive alpha band activity is correlated

with better memory engagement and learning/intelligence [56, 57, 57, 58]. Indeed, research

has shown that alpha power and peak frequency respond in a variety of ways to mental effort

and memory retention and/or retrieval [12]. While this interpretation is highly speculative, it

does provide a clear motivation for further explorations of the functional significance of our

approach. For example we could assume that our damping distribution can be well repre-

sented as a sum (or mixture) of one or more parametric distributions with our goal being the

optimal estimation of the corresponding parameters. In contrast we assumed no prior func-

tional form for our damping distributions.

Comparison with existing theoretical accounts

Our results suggest that the resting alpha rhythm corresponds to a state of increased excitabil-

ity in that increases in alpha band power imply a reduction in damping, and thus a state closer

to the imaginary axis. Such a conclusion receives independent corroboration in that time series

modelling of resting EEG, using physiologically specified fixed-order auto-regressive moving-

average models, clearly indicates that eyes-closed (EC) alpha band activity is more weakly

damped than eyes-open (EO) alpha band activity [7, 16]. Indeed, such a result is consistent

with the theoretical results of a range of cortical and thalamo-cortical mean field models [11,

59, 60], in which the alpha rhythm arises as a consequence of a stable linearised system (having

an alpha resonance) being driven by ‘extra-cortical’ white noise. Our results therefore seem to

be at odds with recent, experimentally supported, hypotheses in which the alpha rhythm is

conceived as reflecting a mechanism of functional inhibition [61–64]. Numerous studies seem

to indicate that strong ongoing alpha oscillatory activity is related to a state of low excitation,

as inferred by reductions in measures of neuronal activity, that include, at the microscopic

level, neuronal firing [65–69] and, at the meso-/macroscopic level, broadband high-frequency

activity (BHA; [61]). BHA, typically characterized as the power between 70–150 Hz (also

known as ‘high gamma’ and a key analytic signal recordable using the bandwidth available

through invasive intracranial recordings), is thought to be a reliable measure of local neuronal

excitation [70, 71].

However, dynamically speaking, excitation is not the same as excitability, and as such

reductions in excitation (e.g., mean population neuronal firing rate) will not necessarily reflect

reductions in excitability (as characterized by increases in damping). For example, fitting a

well-known neuronal population model of the alpha rhythm to empirical EC and EO EEG

spectra (Hartoyo et al 2020 in particular the datasets and code available at https://github.com/

cds-swinburne/Hartoyo-et-al-2020-DATA-n-CODE) reveals that, consistent with the numer-

ous experimental studies (see above), high amplitude EC alpha activity (which is theoretically
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conceived as weakly damped stochastically perturbed alpha oscillatory activity) is associated

with lower mean excitatory and inhibitory neuronal firing rates than the lower amplitude EO

alpha band activity, which is more heavily damped and thus less excitable. In other words, low

excitation is associated with high excitability, whereas high excitation is associated with low

excitability. Parametrically it is found that changes in excitatory input (subcortically and from

other cortical areas) to inhibitory cortical neurons (pei) most sensitively modulates alpha band

power, with increases in pei hypothesised to be the principal driver of reductions in alpha band

power between EC and EO states. Thus, increases in afferent cortical excitatory input are pre-

dicted to attenuate alpha band activity (through reductions in excitability) while being associ-

ated with increases in neuronal population excitation, and thus changes in neuronal

population activity are driving changes in alpha band activity rather than the other way

around. On this basis alpha can be functionally viewed as an inhibited rhythm rather than an

inhibitory rhythm. From this physiologically plausible theoretical perspective, our inferred

changes in the excitability of alpha between EC and EO states can be unproblematically recon-

ciled with the corresponding extensive experimental literature.

Physiological plausibility of the decomposition

The usefulness of any parametrisation or decomposition of the resting EEG ultimately depends

upon its connection with theory and thus its physiological plausibility. Physiological plausibil-

ity ensures that these parametrisations/decompositions can be used as genuine tools of discov-

ery and not simply arbitrary lenses by which to view and partition seemingly complex

phenomena. For example, EEG decompositions that separate the resting power spectrum into

‘periodic’ and ‘aperiodic’ components (e.g. FOOOF—[37], IRASA—[36], BOSC—[72]) appear

to be predicated upon the idea that well defined neuronal level circuits are ontogenetically/

phylogenetically configured to produce well defined ‘periodic’ (oscillatory) activity on a back-

ground of ‘aperiodic’ (or ‘scale-free’) activity thought to reflect the complex self-organized

temporal dynamics of neural activity at many different physical and temporal scales [20]. How

physiologically plausible then is our decomposition?

Even structurally relatively simple systems, such as a metal plate or a drum skin, when

vibrated at different frequencies, will produce a range of characteristic spatio-temporal pat-

terns or eigenmodes, such that any arbitrary perturbation can be decomposed into a weighted

sum of these eigenmodes. Indeed, such a decomposition can be applied to more complex sys-

tems having a range of local and non-local interactions, by defining an eigen-decomposition

involving a structural graph Laplacian defined on the basis of these local and non-local interac-

tions [73–75]. Recently this and similar approaches [76] have been applied to investigating the

macroscopic emergence of spatial patterns of oscillatory activity in linearised neural field EEG

models constrained by the estimated cortico-cortical connectivity of the human brain [73, 74,

77–80]. However, neuronal population connectivity is not restricted to these long-range excit-

atory connections but will also include the many ‘intra-columnar’ feedforward and feedback

connections between inhibitory and excitatory neurons that traverse distances of the order of

micrometres and millimetres [81]. By applying the previously developed graph theoretic

approaches to spatially more fined grained linearised neural field models, we could reasonably

expect the emergence of eigenmodes having much smaller characteristic physical scales. On

this basis, and ignoring volume conduction, the EEG recorded at a single electrode would rep-

resent the superposition of these fine grained spatio-temporal modes. Our hypothesis would

be that these modes are spatially distinct, of relatively uniform frequency (alpha) and be para-

meterizable by their rate of decay following excitation. At this stage it is an open question

under what conditions neural field models [40, 81, 82], as currently configured, are able to
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support such activity. Empirically the determination of such ‘intra-columnar’ modes could be

achieved using methods such as dynamic mode decomposition [83, 84] applied to microelec-

trode array [85] or two photon calcium imaging recordings [86] of neuronal activity, though

we are unaware of any implementation of this or similar methods to the analysis of such data.

Further, we speculate that during a perceptual act the majority of these modes would be sup-

pressed (for example through increases in pei as discussed previously), with the small number

remaining unsuppressed potentially available to be excited to autonomous oscillation, through

some form of dynamical bifurcation (‘cell assembly ignition’ e.g., [87], [88]). Such a bifurcation

could be expected to result in the production of harmonics of alpha, and thus contribute to the

beta band power that currently we do not explicitly account for (as discussed further in ‘Model

limitations and extensions’). Viewed from this perspective alpha is hypothesized to be a func-

tionally selectively inhibited rhythm rather than a functionally inhibitory rhythm.

Model limitations and extensions

While the simplicity of our model is one of the features that makes it useful, there exists some

clear limitations that could not be currently be addressed within this work. These include the

low frequency scaling of the power spectrum and the appearance of significant beta band activ-

ity (13–30 Hz) manifesting as a clear peak in the power spectrum.

Resting EEG is often characterised to exhibit two frequency scaling regions, one at lower

frequencies ranging over delta (0–4 Hz) and theta (4–7 Hz) band activity, and one at higher

frequencies, with a transitional region between the two occurring somewhere in the alpha

band [16, 20], that are speculated to be functionally distinct [16, 35, 89]. Given such putative

functional independence, and in the interests of simplicity, we neglected the low frequency

scaling and chose to investigate a broadband region starting in the alpha band. Future work

needs to extend our model to include either a single low frequency relaxation oscillation or a

distribution of such processes. This inclusion would then posit that the resting EEG is almost

entirely explained by the joint activity of low frequency and alpha band processes that have a

distribution of relaxation rates. In support of this idea Chaudhuri et. al. (2018) [35] demon-

strated that broadband ECoG power spectrum could be modeled by the sum of two Lorentzian

processes, suggesting that the underlying neural activity had two distinct time courses with

dominant low frequency and high frequency components.

Our exclusion of beta band activity could be rectified in two ways. The simplest would be to

simply filter out the beta band activity and attempt to maintain the scaling present in the spec-

trum. This would correct any errors introduced when modelling the spectrum when a large

beta peak is present, like those seen in the EC state which resulted in a weaker correlation

between experiment and model. However, beta band activity is typically highly correlated with

the alpha band, with some hypothesizing an explicit harmonic relationship [62, 90]. On this

basis it would be better to modify the underlying model assumptions to incorporate beta band

activity. However, it is not immediately clear how this would be achieved and any such alter-

ation would undoubtedly complicate the model by suggesting, possibly non-linear, interac-

tions between damped alpha and beta band processes.

Median model fit was found to be slightly, though significantly, better in the EC compared

to the EO state. This difference arose from the automatic identification of peak alpha fre-

quency (PAF) in the respective EEG spectra. Our current method identifies the PAF by fitting

a single peaked ‘Lorentzian’ function to experimental power spectra (see Methods section).

This approach will inevitably poorly resolve the PAF when the alpha peak is heavily attenuated.

Because EO state alpha band activity is usually heavily attenuated, often to the point where no

discernable peak is present in the power spectral density, there is increased uncertainty in
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determining the PAF and thus in the associated model fit. In future work we will address this

by employing the use of fixed order autoregressive-moving-average time series models, which

has been empirically demonstrated to provide successful estimation of the PAF in EO states

[7] where the alpha peak is heavily attenuated. Further contributing to differences in fit quality

we assumed that EC-EO changes were solely driven by changes in damping. However, system-

atic changes in the PAF between EC and EO states are often observed [12, 16]. In the current

study the PAF, estimated separately for each state, was passed to the regularisation scheme as a

free parameter, and thus any systematic dependency between fα and damping in EC and EO

states was ignored. A general solution would be to extend the model to include a distribution

of frequencies in addition to dampings, resulting in a two dimensional probability density

function over both alpha frequency and damping. However, such inclusions complicate the

problem substantially. Nevertheless, preliminary analyses, not reported here, indicate that it

may be possible to solve such a problem using gradient descent methods.

One final limitation worth mentioning is volume conduction, which is a persistent problem

in EEG recordings [1]. Generally speaking the principal effect of volume conduction will be to

reduce the spatial resolution of recorded EEG activity, and thus we can reasonably expect that

the observed topographic variations of spectral power, spectral scaling and damping have been

blurred and thus underestimated. However as we see clear topographical heterogeneity in our

estimates of damping and given we are principally interested in differences between EC and

EO states there is no real reason to believe that our empirically estimated damping distribu-

tions have been qualitatively altered by volume conduction effects.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated that alpha blocking and ‘1/f ’ noise in resting EEG can be accounted for

by a simple singular mechanism consisting of damped alpha band oscillatory activity. Through

the use of inverse methods, the distribution of damping was typically revealed to be bimodal in

both EC and EO resting states, with the degree of alpha blocking measured between EC and

EO shown to be driven by systematic increases in the damping of a weakly damped mode. The

topographic distribution of these changes in damping paralleled well the corresponding topo-

graphic changes in alpha blocking. The power-law scaling of the generated spectral fits were

shown to be well correlated with the corresponding experimental power spectra being able to

reproduce the 1/f β tail. While our assumption that the EEG signal is composed of the bulk col-

lective activity of many uncorrelated stochastic alpha band damped linear oscillatory processes

is simplistic it does provide a novel way of interpreting the spectral behaviour of resting EEG.

Methods

EEG as a sum of damped relaxation oscillatory processes

The fundamental assumption of our model is that the resting EEG signal (measured at the sen-

sor level) is generated by a vast number of uncorrelated stochastically perturbed alpha band

damped linear oscillations that arise from multiple neural populations, which have a distribu-

tion of dampings (relaxation rates), the form of which is unknown to us. Our assumed model

is theoretically motivated by a general model for generating 1/f noise [18] and by mean-field

approaches to modelling the resting EEG [38].

We begin by noting that most linearised mean-field models generally account for the EEG

signal, eeg(x, t) in a quantitatively similar manner i.e. a linear time invariant transfer function

driven by broad-band noise

eegðx; tÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
k
p

geðx; tÞ � nðx; tÞ ð1Þ
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where ge(x, t) is the (excitatory) electrocortical impulse response [81, 91] for cortical location x,

n(x, t) is the driving broad-band noise process, � is the convolution operator and
ffiffiffi
k
p

is a con-

stant taking into account the (bio)physical processes associated with EEG recordings. In the

frequency domain this becomes

EEGðx;oÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
k
p

Geðx;oÞNðx;oÞ ð2Þ

where the conjugate variables are EEG(x, ω), Ge(x, ω) and N(x, ω). Stable linearisation requires

an impulse response that has a decaying envelope. Therefore, we choose the simplest paramet-

ric electrocortical impulse response function as a damped cosinusoid assuming it has an

instantaneous rise time in response to perturbation (rise time is much shorter than the charac-

teristic decay rate). On this basis the functional form is

geðtÞ ¼ e� gt cosðoatÞYðtÞ ð3Þ

where the spatial dependency on x has been removed for clarity, ωα = 2πfα is the oscillating fre-

quency with fα the (parametric) centre alpha frequency, γ is the parametric damping and Θ(t)
is the Heaviside step function (it is entirely expected that γ and fα will depend on a set of popu-

lation model biophysical parameters [γ� γ(p), fα� fα(p)], however the current parameterisa-

tion is ignorant to this). From Eq (2), the power spectral density is then

jEEGðoÞj2 ¼ kjGeðoÞj
2
jNðoÞj2: ð4Þ

By assuming the electrocortical impulse response of Eq (3), |Ge(ω)|2 can be calculated as:

jGeðoÞj
2
¼ GeðoÞGeðoÞ

¼
1

4

1

g2 þ ðo � oaÞ
2
þ

1

g2 þ ðoþ oaÞ
2
þ

2ðg2 þ o2 � o2
a
Þ

½g2 þ ðo � oaÞ
2
�½g2 þ ðoþ oaÞ

2
�

( )

¼
1

4

g2 þ o2

½g2 þ ðo � oaÞ
2
�½g2 þ ðoþ oaÞ

2
�

ð5Þ

�
1

4

1

g2 þ ðo � oaÞ
2
for o � 0; g� oa ð6Þ

where � is the complex conjugate. Rewriting in terms of fα, Eq (6) (given that there is uncer-

tainty about the exact form of ge(t) and our choice is merely the simplest, we choose the

numerically simpler reduction of Eq (6) instead of Eq (5)) is then

jGeðoÞj
2
¼

1

ð4pÞ
2

1

ðg=2pÞ
2
þ ðf � faÞ

2 ð7Þ

We now assume that the signal measured at a single location is the sum of many such pro-

cesses arising from multiple neural populations, where the centre alpha frequency, fα is

assumed constant and remains physiologically fixed, while the damping γ varies:

EEGðf Þ ¼
ffiffiffi
k
p X

i

Geðf ; fa; giÞNiðf Þ ð8Þ
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The estimated power spectral density for this model process, S( f ), is then,

Sðf Þ ¼ jEEGðf Þj2 ð9Þ

¼ EEGðf ÞEEGðf Þ ð10Þ

¼ k
X

i

jGeðf ; fa; giÞj
2
jNiðf Þj

2
þ . . .

k
XX

i6¼j

Geðf ; fa; giÞGeðf ; fa; giÞNiðf ÞNiðf Þ:
ð11Þ

We now assume

• the white noise driving processes Ni(f) are all uncorrelated such that their cross-spectrum

vanishes,

• the Ni(f) are broadband and of equal power (RMS) i.e. Ni(f)! N (i.e. is a constant),

reducing our estimated model power spectral density to

Sðf Þ ¼ kN
X

i

jGeðf ; fa; giÞj
2
: ð12Þ

We now make one final assumption that the total number of damped linear oscillators, M,

is sufficiently large that we can define a distribution of dampings, p(γ), such that the number

of oscillators with damping between γ and γ + dγ, is Mp(γ)dγ, where
R
p(γ)dγ = 1. On this basis

Eq (12) can be rewritten in the continuum limit as

Sðf Þ ¼ c
Z

Seðf ; fa; gÞpðgÞdg ð13Þ

where c = kNM and Se(f; fα, γ)� |Ge(f; fα, γi)|
2. For our purposes S(f) will be empirically esti-

mated directly from EEG data and Se(f; fα, γ) is our theoretically specified spectral response

(Eq 7). Substituting this into our equation we arrive at our final model description

Sðf Þ ¼ c
Z gh

gl

pðgÞ
ðf � faÞ

2
þ ðg=2pÞ

2
dg ð14Þ

which is a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind [92]. In practice, the peak alpha fre-

quency is selected as described in the Methods section and the upper (γh) and lower (γl) limits

of the damping distribution are chosen such that a broad range of spectral behaviour is cov-

ered i.e. both large and sharp alpha peaks and those which are heavily damped.

Numerical solution of the model Fredholm integral equation using

Tikhonov regularization

Fredholm integral equations of the first kind are inherently ill-posed and difficult to solve [93].

For this reason to obtain useful results, regularization methods are required. We employ the

use of Tikhonov regularization, a well known and studied method for solving ill-posed prob-

lems [93]. The process used to estimate the damping distributions using Tikhonov regulariza-

tion is described as follows. Beginning with our model formulation, Eq (14), we define our
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Lorentzian-shaped frequency domain electrocortical transfer function as

c
ðfi � faÞ

2
þ ðg=2pÞ

2
¼ kðfi; gÞ: ð15Þ

Our general Fredholm integral equation of the first kind is then

SðfiÞ ¼
R gh
gl

kðfi; gÞpðgÞdg; ð16Þ

where we note that we have incorporated our constant c into Eq (15). Making one further sim-

plification by setting ki(γ) = k(fi, γ), we then discretize the integral

SðfiÞ ¼
Z gh

gl

kiðgÞpðgÞdg �
XM

j¼1

kiðgjÞpðgjÞDg: ð17Þ

Finally, we can arrange the above summation as a set of linear equations in matrix notation

S ¼ KP ð18Þ

where S is an N × 1 data vector (power spectrum), K is an N ×M coefficient matrix with entries

consisting of the kernel evaluated at each damping value and P is the unknown distribution

vector M × 1 in dimensions. Simply inverting the equation

P ¼ K� 1S ð19Þ

leads to numerically unstable solutions that are sensitive to variations in S and those caused by

the numerical inversion. By applying appropriate regularization to Eq (18), we can obtain sen-

sible solutions from solving the inverted equation. Solving the Tikhonov regularization prob-

lem involves finding appropriate values for P that minimizes the following function for

EminðPÞ ¼ kKP � Sk2

2
þ kΓPk2

2
ð20Þ

where Γ = λI is the Tikhonov Matrix, which is generally chosen to be identity matrix, I, multi-

plied by a regularization parameter, λ and k�k2 is the Euclidean (or L2) norm. In practice, we

solve Eq (20) by setting it up as a constrained general least squares minimization problem of

the form

min
P�0

K

lI

" #

� P �
S

0

" #�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�

2

2

: ð21Þ

and use MATLAB’s lsqnonneg algorithm. With all problems requiring regularization the diffi-

culty in obtaining an appropriate solution is further compounded by the determining the ‘opti-

mal’ regularization parameter. The degree to which a solution is regularized is ultimately a

trade off between over or underfitting. When the magnitude of the regularization parameter is

large, the determined solutions will be overly smooth. When the regularization is small, the

solution will still be noisy and susceptible to the effects of numerical noise. Methods exists that

allow an optimal regularization parameter to be determined, but these are largely heuristic

with optimal defined as the value which satisfies the constraints of the experiment in question

[93]. For the current study, we explore a regularization parameter range of 10−5� λ� 100

divided into 100 logarithmically spaced steps, with the optimal regularization parameter cho-

sen such that it finds the maximum entropy solution that falls within an error bound of

approximately 2.5% of the minimum residual sum of squares error (RRS) between the gener-

ated power spectrum and the data power spectrum. The maximum entropy distribution within
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that error bound was chosen as it favours distributions that are smoother and broader. See S1

Appendix for a graphical example of the optimal regularization parameter selection process.

Simulated tests

A simulation study was conducted to validate the Tikhonov regularisation method. Damping

distributions of known form that were uni/bi/tri-modal with differing relative mode areas

were used in the forward problem to generate simulated power spectra. The simulated power

spectra were then used as the input to the regularised inversion method of the previous section

to recover the known distributions. The simulated damping distributions were Gaussian in

form

p̂ðgÞ ¼ rpexp �
ðg � mgÞ

2

2s2
g

 !

ð22Þ

with rp the ratio between the peak magnitudes, μγ the mean and σγ the standard deviation. For

bi/trimodal structures, the damping distributions were produced by summing multiple Gaus-

sians. The relevant model parameters tested are presented below:

• Unimodal: Damping interval [0� γ� 10] s−1, μp = 5 s−1, σ = 5 s−1.

• Bimodal: Damping interval [0� γ� 50] s−1, μ1 = 5 s−1, μ2 = 25 s−1, standard deviation σ = 5

s−1 and rp = (1, 1) and (0.1, 1).

• Trimodal: Damping interval [0� γ� 50] s−1, μ1 = 5 s−1, μ2 = 20s−1, μ3 = 40 s−1, σ = 5 s−1

and rp = (1,1,1), (0.01, 0.1, 1), (1, 0.1, 0.01).

A successful recovery of a known distribution was measured using a RSS cost function

between the known distribution and the recovered distribution. A regularisation parameter

range of [10−6� λ� 1] was used and divided into 100 logarithmically spaced steps.

EEG data

Two freely available EEG data sets collected from two independent experiments were chosen

because both explicitly included EC and EO resting condition recordings. The first set (subse-

quently referred to as Dataset 1) was made available by [94] and consisted of data from 30 par-

ticipants recorded across multiple drug/task conditions during EC and EO resting state across

64 channels using a modified 10–20 layout. We used the data of 27 participants in the EC and

EO pre-drug conditions. Each EEG recording was approximately 2 minutes in duration and

was recorded at 500 Hz. Three participant recordings were not used due to significant artefact.

The second set (subsequently referred to as Dataset 2) is an open source EEG data made avail-

able by [95] (https://physionet.org/content/eegmmidb/) and includes 109 participants who

had their EEG recorded, using the BCI2000 system, across 14 experimental tasks. We make

use of the 2 minute EC and EO recordings that were collected from 64 electrodes using a mod-

ified 10–20 layout at a sampling frequency of 160 Hz. We chose not to group data sets together

for analysis as each dataset used slightly different channel layouts.

Power spectral analysis

All spectral analysis was performed at the sensor level. Power spectra for the EEG was calcu-

lated by computing the Welch periodogram across all channels using the measured time series

with 2 second Hamming windows with 50% overlap. Power spectra broadband activity

between 7 Hz and 40 Hz is used for the EEG data as it encompasses alpha band activity and the
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high frequency scaling which are our main focus. The choice of the specific upper and lower

frequency limits that were used was motivated by two main reasons:

• The majority (95%) of the spectral power in resting EEG lies below 25 Hz [96]. Therefore,

extending the choice of upper limit out to arbitrarily higher frequencies has diminishing

returns. Additionally, the 40 Hz upper limit enabled us to avoid us to avoid the 50/60 Hz

mains line noise profile.

• Empirical characterisation of the resting EEG has shown the presence of at least two distinct

scaling regions; one low frequency and one high frequency with a ‘knee’ frequency generally

occurring in the alpha band [16, 35, 89, 97–102]. The specific intervals in each scaling regime

vary between studies. However, the consistent feature is that the boundary between these

two scaling regions is located within the alpha band and that the two are regarded as arising

from dynamically distinct processes. Therefore, we exclude the low frequency portion of the

spectrum as it is not mechanistically relevant to the genesis of alpha band oscillatory activity.

The peak alpha frequency, fα, for each experimental spectrum was calculated by fitting a

single function of the form 1/[(f − fα)2 + b2] within the alpha band using MATLAB curvefit

toolbox functions. Because a comparison between the experimental and model spectral slope

for frequencies is explored, a spectral scaling parameter β was calculated by fitting a 1/f β profile

to the power spectrum over a frequency interval from 15–40 Hz. This procedure was per-

formed on all the experimental spectra and their respective model spectra.

Quantifying alpha blocking using the Jensen-Shannon divergence

The degree of alpha blocking present between EC and EO conditions varies between partici-

pants: some presenting with significant alpha attenuation and others showing minimal block-

ing. To explore and characterize the presence of alpha blocking within the EEG data we

require a measure that can quantify the degree to which an individual attenuates alpha band

activity between EC and EO states. On this basis we employ the same methodology used by

[41], where the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD), DJS, between the respective EC and EO

power spectra is used to quantify the level of alpha blocking. The JSD is a symmetric and non-

negative measure of the distance between two probability distributions. By normalizing the

power spectra to unity, we can treat each as a probability distribution allowing us to compute

the distance between the EC and EO spectra in probability space. The JSD provides a useful

way to measure the degree of alpha blocking between resting states. The expectation is that the

larger the attenuation of alpha band activity between EC and EO states, the larger the JSD will

be between the two distributions. The JSD is based upon the Kullback-Liebler divergence

[103], DKL, which is defined as follows;

DKLðECjjEOÞ ¼
Z

pðxÞlog
pðxÞ
qðxÞ

dx ð23Þ

where p(x) and q(x) are two probability distributions. The JSD for two spectra is then

DJSðECjjEOÞ ¼
1

2
DKLðECjj

1

2
ðECþ EOÞÞ þ

1

2
DKLðEOjj

1

2
ðECþ EOÞÞ ð24Þ

Weakly damped distribution measure

To explore changes in the damping distributions between EC and EO states requires a measure

that can quantify how ‘weakly damped’ a given distribution is. An obvious choice would be the
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peak position of the distribution. However, in instances when multiple distribution peaks are

present, this simple method does not accurately characterise the dominant decay rate. Further-

more, given that the respective weighting of each damping plays an essential role in the out-

come of the spectral profile, the peak position alone is not sufficient to quantify which

distribution is more weakly damped when an overlap in the distribution peak may occur

across conditions. Therefore, we constructed a measure that takes into account both the peak

position and the respective area that lies under each mode in each recording condition with

respect to the other state. The measure can be computed for any given pair of distributions

and assigns a specific value to each resting state. A distribution (i.e p(γ) in Eq 13) is considered

more weakly damped if it contains a larger area that falls to the left side of the other distribu-

tions peak. This measure is applied to the distribution peak or first mode if the distribution is

multimodal. In practice, calculating the weakly damped measures (WDM) for two distribu-

tions requires calculating two specific values for each resting state damping distribution,

achieved as follows;

WDM1 ¼ A1P1 þ A1P2

WDM2 ¼ A2P2 þ A2P1

ð25Þ

where A1P1 is the area in distribution 1 that falls before the peak of distribution 1, A1P2 is the

area of distribution 1 that falls before the peak of distribution 2, with A2P2 and A2P1 being sim-

ilarly defined. The weakly damped measures are then the sum of the two quantities for each

state. The two values can then be compared and that which is larger is deemed more weakly

damped i.e. WDM1 >WDM2 implies distribution 1 is more weakly damped than distribution

2. The inclusion of A1P1 and A2P2 terms are to account for situations comparing bimodal dis-

tributions where the first mode in one condition is much smaller than in the other (specifically

with respect to weighting/area of the first mode) but happens to be positioned to the left of the

other distributions first mode peak. In these instances, without the inclusion of these addi-

tional terms, the distribution with the smaller mode would have a weakly damped measure

that was non-zero and the other distribution, which may have a much larger first distribution

mode, would have a measure that is equal to 0, due to the way the A1P2 and A1P2 are defined.

A graphical example of this and a further discussion is provided in S2 Appendix.

Characterisation of numerically calculated damping distributions

For numerically estimated damping distributions the following features were quantified:

• Number of modes—the number of peaks, calculated using MATLABs peakfind function, in

the respective EC and EO damping distributions.

• Mode positions—the peak position of each mode.

• Difference in damping between EC and EO states—calculated subject and electrode-wise as

the difference between the respective weakly damped measures.

These quantities were calculated for both resting states across all subjects and channels pro-

viding a total of 8677 damping distributions [(109 Subs × 64 Channels) + (27 Subs × 63 Chan-

nels)] for EO and EC conditions. Given the differing channel layouts of the respective data sets

separate group level topographic plots were calculated with any summary statistics being com-

puted separately across the data sets.
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Permutation testing

We employed permutation methods to test whether there exists statistically significant differ-

ences between EC and EO resting state data. We use EEG channel based data averaged across

participants and compute t-values from the difference in means between the two states. For

each EEG sensor a null hypothesis, H0,. . .,i is assumed in which there is no significant difference

between EC and EO resting states. Given that multiple hypothesis tests are being conducted in

parallel, the permutation test was corrected for the multiple comparison problem. Here we use

the Max-t/Min-t method detailed in [104] which corrects for the inflated Type I error rate

introduced by multiple comparisons. For our experimental permutation testing we permuted

the data 5000 times. For the sake of clarity we provide a brief description of the Max-t/Min-t

algorithm:

Algorithm 1: Max-t/Min-t Multiple Comparison Correction Permutation Test
1 Begin with non-permuted EC and EO data matrices [Number of Subj (N)
× Number of Channels (M)]
2 for Permutations: 1,. . .,Z do
3 for Columns: 1,. . .,M do

Collate the EC and EO column values into a joint vector and ran-
domly shuffle the entries (this shuffle is between conditions for each
channel).

end
4 for Columns: 1,. . .,M do

Split the shuffled joint vector back into EC/EO condition vectors.
Compute the test statistic of interest for each shuffled joint condi-
tion column vector.

end
5 for Columns: 1,. . .,M do

Calculate the maximum (Max-t) and minimum (Min-t) value for each
test statistic across all channels and record it.

end
end
6 Plot the Max-t and Min-t values to obtain the null hypothesis
distribution.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Area of cp(γ) between EC and EO conditions. Empirical demonstration of the equiva-

lence of the constant c in Eq 14 between EC and EO states.

(PDF)

S1 Appendix. Regularisation parameter selection. Further details regarding the selection of

the optimal regularisation parameter as well as an illustration of the systematic dependency of

model fit on the regularisation parameter chosen.

(PDF)

S2 Appendix. Properties of the weakly damped measure (WDM). Graphical illustration of

the properties of the WDM defined in Eq 25.

(PDF)
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